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Anticorruption policy for the proiect:

Goal: The organisation and the individual participants in the project will be able to fight corruption
and nepotism of all kinds

ln general:

o We shall live as we preach transparent and accountable without any discrimination what so

ever.

o To fieht it we have to look out for it everywhere, and talk about is as soon as a risk occurs.

Specifically:

We will elect one person especially responsible for documentation of all suspicions of
corruption and how they are handled. This person has to be known by all participants in the
project so they know who they shall talk to if something seems suspicious or happens.

Participants will be elected for different tasks in the project by merits to meet the project
goals, and not by family, friendship, tribe, party affiliation or religion.

Activities

a We will document all activities and who participate in what, so that we can use statistics to
learn and to show everything in a transparent way. And be able to check that we follow the
plan and report the project properly.

Economy
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Every transaction needs a verification signed by one in the project leading group, showing:
who has paid and who has been paid for what, when, participants and how much. See also

docu me nt on project homepage h.ttp://womenforcha nge. n u/pro iect-
dor:umentsladministration/Verification in booking for UFWC.

All withdrawals from bank must be signed by the two elected signatories and be documented
for what.

Equipment or facilities

One person will be especially responsible for equipment and booking of facilities.
She will have a list of all equipment and where it is or who is using them and when they
return it.
After the project, all equipment will belong to the organisation, Sololo Tabokoto kankilling
kafoo. (Hopefully the organisation can use it in future project as well)
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